Message From Dean Larry Finkelstein

Computer and Information Science at Northeastern Welcome to the new e-newsletter of the College of University. I hope you will enjoy reading about the successes of the people and programs associated with our college.

Please read the full article here

Students Publish Programming Book Combining Fun and Fundamentals

Computer science junior Spencer Florence recalls how the project started: Professor Matthias Felleisen entered his classroom and asked the students, "Who wants to publish a book with me?" Then the real work to publish Realm of Racket, a programming book for freshman and by freshman, began.

Please read full article here
From Co-op to IBM Executive: Building on a Strong Foundation

Bob Picciano started writing code early in high school, but once his father brought home a brand-new TRS-80, he was completely hooked on computers. Today, the 1987 Northeastern University computer science graduate is a senior executive at IBM with overall responsibility for the company's Big Data initiatives.

Please read the full article here

CAREER Award Helps Professor Tackle Concurrency Crisis in Computing

Even experienced programmers may not fully understand how concurrency affects a computation. They are, however, well aware of the frustrations it can produce: program behaviors they can't explain or recreate, and bugs they've never encountered before.

Please read full article here